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NEW QUESTION: 1
As a Senior HR Professional, you should be familiar with
non-monetary rewards that your company provides for its
employees. Which of the following is an example of non-monetary

reward?
A. On-site cafeteria
B. Esteem from working with other talented people
C. Satisfaction from challenging and exciting assignments
D. Cash compensation
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three actions must be completed before a worker adds a
goal to an assigned goal plan, including a weight? (Choose
three.)
A. The goal plan must include the worker's goal.
B. The goal plan must be assigned to the worker.
C. The worker must select the goal from the goal library.
D. The goal plan must enable weights.
E. The worker must select the goal plan when creating the goal.
F. The goal must have the same Start Date as the goal plan.
G. The goal plan must be assigned to the worker's department.
Answer: A,D,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
If a bomb threat is an obvious hoax, the following action
should be taken:
A. Do nothing.
B. Report the call immediately to the local police for
investigation.
C. Wait at least two hours to find out if the threat is
actually a hoax.
D. Notify the Secret Service.
E. Contact the telephone company and report the call.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
When are permissions enforced in Activities?
A. When they launched by Context.startActivity() or
Context.startActivityFor Result().
B. When Context.checkPermission() is called.
C. When method Context.enforcepermission() is called.
D. When method Context.stopActivity() is called.
Answer: A
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